INFLUENCE & CO. GROWS RAPIDLY WITH AUTOMATED EMPLOYEE FEEDBACK

Content marketing agency grew to 80 employees in 5 years with help from 15Five’s lightweight internal communication solution.

INDUSTRY:
Marketing Agency

ABOUT INFLUENCE & CO
Influence & Co. is a content marketing agency that specializes in creating engaging content that fuels companies’ content marketing efforts and positions their key employees as influencers in their industries. They handle everything from strategy to content creation, editing, and publication and have relationships with over 1,200 online publications.

HELPING LEADERS QUICKLY SURFACE ISSUES
In just 5 years, Influence & Co. has grown from a team of 2 to 80+ full-time and part time employees.

When co-founders Kelsey Meyer & John Hall were leading a team of 10, a weekly in-person meeting was sufficient to surface and address the most important issues facing the business. Once they hit about 15 employees, that meeting was no longer efficient or effective. They needed a tool to keep up with the flow of information.

“When a distributed team grows so rapidly, one of the biggest challenges that they face is in scaling communication in pace with company growth.”

PASSING INFORMATION UP THE LADDER
As they grew, Influence & Co. created leadership roles in different departments. With hierarchy in place, passing information up the ladder was critical to prevent information bottlenecks.

Meyer now directly manages seven people, but information trickles up to her via her direct reports through 15Five’s pass-up feature. For example, during an intern’s first week she sent her manager a great idea that then travelled through the layers to reach the highest levels of management, where action could be taken.
CROSS-TEAM LEARNING BEYOND THE SILO

Managers also take an active role in crowdsourcing great ideas from the team. For best results, they change up their weekly questions often, but this one is often repeated: “What’s something in our industry that we should be covering in our content?”

The head of marketing regularly pulls and exports a company-wide report with all of these answers, and the marketing team uses those ideas for inspiration in their brainstorm sessions.

There have been situations where one account team tested an initiative with a client that worked really well, and 15Five prevents that learning from getting stuck in limbo.

TRACKING GOALS & ACCOMPLISHMENTS

Team members who need help prioritizing their tasks or managing their time use the Goals & Accomplishments feature as a to do list.

“Looking at priorities in weekly increments is really useful for the team and helps them to stay productive. Goals & Accomplishments also reminds them of all of the progress they made over the prior week.”

SAVING MONEY ON COSTLY TEAM MEETINGS

15Five allows for information to reach the right people automatically, rather than holding expensive weekly all-hands meetings. At an average of $50 an hour for 80 people each week, that adds up to over $200,000 in savings each year.

“So many companies underestimate how difficult it can be to have transparent, effective communication with a team of 80 compared to a team of 10. I don’t know of another way we could have scaled the company and our internal communication without 15Five.”

REQUEST A FREE TRIAL

Bring out the best in your people, in just minutes each week.

Learn more at www.15Five.com

ABOUT 15FIVE

15Five is a fundamentally new way for businesses to maximize their talent by creating a culture of feedback. Through a lightweight weekly check-in, 15Five delivers a full suite of integrated tools - including continuous employee feedback, objective tracking (OKRs), pulse surveys, and peer recognition. To learn more, visit www.15Five.com